In organisms cells are conscientious for all functional behavior in biological systems that react externally. Networked cells with communication through image based representation, is utterly a novel technique to systematize or organize roles of cells. Molecules under lie the bases for behaviors of cells. Images duplicate the manner in which humans perceive and understand objects. Pictographic syntheses of real or imaginary objects from computer-based models are highly reliable mode of conveying informations than any other modes of conveying. In this perspective in this paper, theoretical narration about the task that is to be carried out further for representing biological activities that have been conveyed. New discovery made through research in biological systems could be globally obtainable by researches as a base for their research development. It would help users to afford exhaustive information about cells interact and its reactivity in the whole system both by internal and external means by graphical means. Apart from this, in this paper significance of image based representation cells contrive and construction in system have been represented that would provide a way for advanced research in drug discovery and in disease identification.
I INTRODUCTION
Today computational biology is in requirement of high throughput techniques since, these tools are involved in real time decision making. Incorporating image based approach in this area enables the ability to display data in graphical means can greatly increase its ability to provide information. The utilization behind computer simulations for biological systems is to both analyze and visualize the complex processes in cellular and molecular level. There are number of exciting and profound issues that are actively investigated in this area such as, applications to drug discovery, network structures and dynamics etc. As a component of complex system cells communicate which governs the basic cellular activities and coordinates cell actions. Fault cellular information processing is responsible for illness.
Currently it is at infant level for making a visualized representation of systems activities through image by means of analyzing and processing. This mode of merging image processing for simulating system activities is an entirely new way for representing functions of biological systems. Still scientists have not yet been able to fully control the development of systems under research. Since, there is a lack of formal guidelines for constructive and constructing at cells level.
In this paper narration about the developing novel bioinformatics tools has been made which uses image based approach for representing cells and cells connectivity along with its activities in the biological systems have been explained. In section II, significance of graphical means of conveying information have been represented. Section III explanation about images based approach and mathematical based image based approach for cells contriving and construction has been represented theoretically.
II IMPLICATION OF GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION
In order to increase the ability to provide information is generally by visualized means which is one way of transmitting information. This representation is carried out currently in various areas. In system biology using graphical means is to conceal the complex mechanics working within the system that causes an external effect. This could be very flexible for carrying out further disorder identification in the area of research. This representation would provide research seabees to identify or analysis with the outcome of the effectors reactivity to the system and its effects within the system at the level of cells. 
III CELLS CONTRIVE AND CONSTRUCTION

A. Image Analysis And Processing
This is one of representing processes of system construction with functionalities representation through graphical means. Figure1 represents activities of basic image analysis and processing that have been theoretically narrated here in this section in a progression.
Image Analysis
Analyzing the image that have been retained through mining from the databases which involves in gathering the details of the image like type and its tilt series etc. as a part which is one of the imperative practice for using image based pattern recognition and usage for assorted function.
Image Processing
Normalize the images format with standard in superiority that is vital for transporting effortless means of the other activities like layering the object separately by means of segmenting and extracting the exact object alone. 
B. Mathematical Model Based Analysis And Processing
Contriving the activities of the cells representation in the biological system is a colossal and difficult task since the activities of the biological system is an unpredictable one. In this section representation of cells contrive and it activities that facilitates graphical means of representation through mathematical means have been theoretically narrated with its significance. It is usual that all biological systems residing in the globe get affected by diseases and disorders. Discovery of diseases that a system might have got affected could be examined based on systems functionalities on both external and internal bases. Developing mathematical models for constructing biological systems with internetworking of cells with bases of molecular reactivity as graphical means of system functionality representation would be an appropriated simulation of the system. In accumulation to it simulating systems activities to diseases or disorder together with time series should also to be taken into consideration. Figure 2 image based represents transfer of cells stages when an external effectors affects the system which is internally affect the cells that is externally may or may not be visible. Various mathematical models should be taken into consideration for analysis for cell network within the system taken both disease level with time lines and external effectors reactivity in the novel development of models that could be an future outcome of image based representation in symbolic or graphical means. Some of the representation of graphical activities involves cells activity or reactivity by molecular means, signaling,, change of cells status in the biological system etc. This way of information conveying is means of effective and efficient.
VI CONCLUSION
The objective of this paper is to provide a theoretical base of representing system activities at the level of cells by graphical means and its significance. Apart from this the involvement of mathematical model together with image based approach of representing biological system that would be helpful for related communities in the area of research in drug discovery and disease identification. This approach would also be helpful for the community for both understanding of biological systems networking of cells within it and its reactivity. [1] Eran Hodis, Gideon Schreiber, Kistian Rother and Joel L. Sussman, "eMovie: a Storyboard-based tools for making molecular movies", Elsevier, April 2007.
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